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Present and future prospects of  the 
(functional) renormalization group

 

Peter Kopietz, Universität Frankfurt

     panel discussion March 2, 2011          
       

    

    

Schladming Winter School 2011: 
Physics at all scales: the renormalization group 

1.) Vertex expansion versus derivative expansion

2.) Real frequency spectral functions 

3.) Quantum impurity models

4.) Non-equilibrium FRG
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1.Vertex expansion versus 
derivative expansion 

● starting point of FRG:  “Wetterich-equation”

● two solution strategies:

1. derivative expansion: popular in high-energy community: 

2. vertex expansion: popular in condensed matter community: 
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vertex expansion: self-energy

Wetterich equation reduces to infinite hierarchy of integro-
differential equations for irreducible vertices

● exact flow equation for irreducible self-
energy
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vertex expansion:effective interaction 

● exact flow equation for effective interaction

three-body
renormalizes 
two-body
interaction

● urgently needed: trunction strategies!
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weak point of vertex expansion 
for fermions:

There are no truncation strategies
which work in the strong coupling 
regime of strongly correlated electrons.

Ideas:

●fermionic FRG with partial bosonization in several competing channels

●closing hierarchy of vertex expansion via Ward identities

●multi-channel ansatz for freqeuncy-dependent effective interaction

●scale-dependent bosonization 
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2.FRG calculations of real frequency
spectral functions 

examples:

●interacting bosons in 2d ●Anderson impurity model

(Sinner, Hasselmann, PK, PRL 2009) (Isidori, Rosen, Bartosch, 
 Hofstetter, PK, PRB 2010)
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... real frequency spectral functions 

●need truncation of FRG which gives sufficiently accurate 
frequency-dependence of 2-point vertex

●high energy fluctuations must be included

●numerical analytic continuation to real frequencies

claim: vertex expansion is here better 
            than derivative expansion!
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2. Quantum impurity models 

●Anderson impurity model: ●Kondo model:

●exact result for particle-hole symmetric point: (Bethe-Ansatz)

●want: Green function/spectral function of d-electrons

at strong 
coupling:
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 FRG for Anderson 
impurity model

●nobody has found a truncation of the FRG which 
reproduces the known strong-coupling behavior of Z

●playground for testing approximation strategies:
at the end, you have to compare with exact results!
(you don`t  get away with  bad approximations!)

●spectral function can be calculated numerically
exactly using Wilson´s numerical RG

●FRG with partial bosonization reproduces spectral
line-shape at finite temperatures
(Isidori, Rosen, Bartosch, Hofstetter, PK, PRB 2010)
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the art of Hubbard-Stratonovich
               transformations       

decoupling in spin-singlet 
particle-hole channel:

alternative decouplings:

charge and spin-triplet particle hole:

add particle-particle channel:

freedom leads to ambiguities!
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       partial bosonization of AIM:
    spin-singlet particle-hole channel 

● which decoupling is the best? depends on the problem!

● example: FRG for AIM (Isidori et al, PRB 2010)
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       scale-dependent bosonization:
       does not help here! 

● idea: choose scale-dependent HS field such that RG 
does not re-generate fermionic four-point vertex
(Gies, Wetterich, 2002)

●for AIM with spin singlet particle-hole-decoupling:

does not help to recover Kondo scale!
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4.Non-equilibrium FRG 

●many numerical  RG versions in condensed matter:

1.)

2.)
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versions of numerical non-equilibrum 
RG 

3.)

4.) (flow equations
for continuous
unitary
transfomations)
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non-equilibrium time-evolution:
kinetic equations 

●Keldysh component of non-equilibrium Dyson equation 
gives kinetic equation for distribution function:

●functional integral representation with Keldysh action:
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non-equilibrium  FRG vertex 
expansion 

(Gezzi et al, 2007; Gasenzer+Pawlowski, 2008)

●trivial generalization of equilibrium vertex expansion:

gives scale-dependent self-energies in kinetic equations
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what is the best cutoff scheme? 

●many possibilities, some violate causality

●long-time cutoff (Gasenzer, Pawlowski, 2008) 

●hybridization cutoff (Jakobs, Pletyukhov, Schoeller, 2010) 

●out-scattering rate cutoff (Kloss, P.K., 2010) 
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bosonic toy model with 
out-scattering rate cutoff 

(T. Kloss, P.K., arXiv: 1011.4943v2 [cond-mat.stat-mech])

●exact numerical time evolution from Schrödinger equation
●no intrinsic dissipation
●out-scattering cutoff FRG gives best results (first order truncation)
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